THE WESTERN ECHO

Volume 8, #1 – September 20, 1983

• Article by Lou Wilberger about the shooting down of Flight 007 to Seoul
• Welcome message from President Eardley
• Student Government: Message from ASTM President Linda Barrett, ad for openings on student committees, report from Treasurer Elaine Mattos, report from ASTM Vice President Diana Tangen
• Student opinions on tuition and registration
• News Notes: briefs on national issues
• Letters to the Editor: thank you notes from students Gus Kormier and Bill Pimpl
• Article reprinted from the Reno Gazette Journal “More Money Would Cure Education Ills” by Chauncey Oakley
• Ads for Student Services, Business workshops, Learning for Living, Solar Hot Water workshop
• Report on instructor Jerry Frandsen receiving the Real Estate Instructor designation
• Article by John Paul on summer activities: fundraiser at Governor’s Mansion for Multiple Sclerosis Society, McCrory/ Jones fight, Nevada State Fair
• Interview with Carol Zanetti, Sagebrush Editor
• “Nutunes” – music reviews by Casey Titus
• “Poetry and Pauses”
• “An Apple a Day” – health topics discussed by students at UNR School of Medicine
• Reprint from Nevada State Journal – “Community colleges told the honeymoon is over”
• Reprint from Reno Evening Gazette – “Lamb pleads innocent to extortion”
• Reprint from Gazette Journal – “FBI agent describes Lamb payoff”
• Article by Alice Coons on registration and new early registration for Community Services classes
• “Matter of Possible Interest” by Joe the Doser
• Map of Citifare route from Reno to UNR to TMCC
• Cartoon Corner – cartoons by Kelsie Harder

Volume 9, #2 – October 18, 1983

• Article by Lou Wilberger on political leaders and their credibility
• “Lew Chews the News” – briefs on national/ international issues by Lou Wilberger
• Letter to the Editor thanking Elizabeth Sturm for her service
• Student Government: Ad for ASTM openings, Senate election results, ASTM calendar of events, note from the President, report from the Treasurer
• “A Matter of Possible Interest” by Joe the Doser
• “Nutunes” – music reviews by Casey Titus
• Article by Jo Ewald (photo by Ruth Mills) on terrorism’s threat to America as shared by Paul Davis
• Interview of musician Kerry Livgren conducted by John Paul
• “Poetry and Pauses”
• Ads for workshops
• “An Apple a Day” – health topics discussed by students at UNR School of Medicine
• Two students (Eric Ozolins and Nancy Peeks) reflect on going to college
• Photo (by Cynthia Faulkner) of Red Skelton with Reed and Sparks High School marching bands
• “Cartoon Corner” – cartoons by Kelsie Harder

Volume 8, # 3 – November 15, 1983
• Article by Lou Wilberger honoring veterans
• Thank you to Jane Rakaczky from the Echo editors
• Student Government: calendar of ASTM events, notes from several ASTM Senators, student opinions on designated smoking areas and bookstore policies
• News Notes: briefs on TMCC items of interest
• Report from Citifare on disappointing ridership numbers
• “A Matter of Possible Interest” by Joe the Doser
• Article by Dee Wright on refining the TMCC fire plan to better address needs of disable students
• Article by John Paul about the opening of the Lawler Events Center
• Interview by Alice Coons with student Linda McKelvey and the role TMCC played in her recovery from alcoholism
• Article by Andrea Evans discussing conditioning exercises for skiers
• “Poetry and Pauses”
• Glossary of terms by Robert Edwards for the Pledge of Allegiance
• “An Apple a Day” – health topics discussed by students at UNR School of Medicine
• Article by Ron Warren describing impact of being in Yankee Stadium
• “Echos from the Tomb” by Tom B. Stone” – article of wash basins in restrooms
• Congratulations to employees of the month: Dave Yates (August) and Craig Bullock (September)
• “Cartoon Corner” – cartoons by Kelsie Harder

Volume 8, #4 – December 13, 1983
• Ads for registration, workshops
• Student Government: seasons greetings from ASTM, listing of discounts with student body card, interview with Senator Chester Richardson, student opinions on course outlines and the TMCC cafeteria
• News Notes: briefs on national happenings
• Movie reviews by James Reeves
• Article by Chauncey Oakley describing what his Christmas was like as a youngster
• “Nutunes” – music reviews by Casey Titus
• Story by JoAnn Newbury describing giving to needy children at Christmas
• Article by John Paul on Dr. Bernard Jensen’s work in iridology
• Story by Gus Kormier on striving to find peace on earth
• Article by R. James Reeves describing the hazards of violence on TV
• “Poetry and Pauses”
• “Echos from the Tomb” – comments by Tom R. Stone
• “An Apple a Day” – health topics discussed by students at UNR School of Medicine
• “Cartoon Corner” – cartoons by Kelsie Harder

Volume 8, #5 – February 14, 1984
• Copy of the Gettysburg Address
• Letters to the Editor: praise for the Meadows
• Two reports (Nancy Peek and Lou Wilberger) about free speech issues at McQueen High
• Student Government: Ad for openings in ASTM, discounts with TMCC ID card, opinions of students on pollution at TMCC, ad for study skills workshops
• News Notes: briefs on local, national and international issues
• “A Matter of Possible Interest” by Joe the Doser
• Ads for workshops, Education for Living series, the Counseling Center
• “Echos from the Tomb” – comments by Tom R. Stone
• Article on Black History Month
• Movie reviews by James Reeves
• “Poetry and Pauses”
• Appeal for more ridership on Citifare
• Article by Robert Luce on agoraphobia
• Announcement of TMCC student Jenny Eckert’s being named Miss Sparks
• Article on Black Student Organization
• “An Apple a Day” – health topics discussed by students at UNR School of Medicine
• “Nutunes” – music reviews by Casey Titus

Volume 8, #6 – March 13, 1984
• Article by Marilyn O’Connor on the right to self-representation in court
• Article by Bob Reeves on the importance of voting
• Ads for workshops, classes, registration, Education for Living series, Counseling Center, Shakespeare Festival trip
- Student Government: ASTM conducting voter registration drive, announcement of ASTM elections, reports on ASTM committee activities, discounts with TMCC ID card
- News Notes: briefs on local and national issues
- Commentary by Bill Pimpl on the manipulation of language
- Article on becoming Irish for a day
- Information on Ninth Annual TMCC Student Art Show
- Story by Robb Colcord on pretending as a kid that an old water heater was a spaceship
- Movie reviews by Bob Reeves
- “Nutunes” review by Shannon Grady and Casey Titus of Genesis concert in Reno
- “Poetry and Pauses”
- “An Apple a Day” – health topics discussed by students at UNR School of Medicine
- Commentary by S. Eric Pratt on parental choices for medical treatments for their children

Volume 8, #7 – April 10, 1984
- Article (with photo) on death of Bert Munson, Dean of Instructional Services
- Several ads/ articles encouraging students to vote
- News Notes: briefs on local and national issues
- Commentary by Lou Wilberger on addressing definition of freedom
- Ads for cooperative education, workshops, Shakespeare Festival trip
- “Harry’s Easter” – a story by Jamie Taylor
- Article by John Paul on media relations with interviews with Brian Lawson and Bill Steinauer
- Music reviews by Casey Titus
- Movie reviews by R. James Reeves
- Article announcing TMCC award winners at the Rocky Mountain Press Association Competition
- “Poetry and Pauses”
- “An Apple a Day” – health topics discussed by students at UNR School of Medicine
- Article by Tom Kinsey on increasing measures to improve efficiency of wood stoves

Volume 8, #8 – May 8, 1984
- Commentary: Tribute to Mary Jardine for the quality of her work
- Letters to the Editor including congratulations on awards received
- Ads for workshops
- Student Government: ASTM election results, message from ASTM President Linda Barrett, message from Vice President Diana Tangen, list of discounts with TMCC ID card
- Ads for Counseling Center, free tutoring, testing schedule, requirement changes for ENG 101
- News Notes: brief on national issues
• Ad for Bert Munson Memorial Scholarship Golf Tournament
• List of winners for Ninth Annual Student Art Show
• “Kids Say the Darndest Things “ by Alice Coons
• Story by John Paul on visit to Alive Polarity’s Murrieta Hot Springs Resort
• Move reviews by R. James Reeves
• Interview with Klaus Meine and Rudolf Schenker of KOZZ-FM
• Article by Nancy Peek noting a new kitchen for TMCC – mentions George Skivofilakas
• Article by Shannon O’Grady on TMCC’s culinary organization winning seven awards at the 1984 Wine and Grand Culinary Art Show in Portland, OR
• “Poetry and Pauses"